
ACRL Instruction Section 
Executive Committee II 

ALA 2012 Midwinter, Dallas 
Sunday, January 22, 2012 

10:30 am – 12:00 pm 
Sheraton Dallas Hotel - Trinity 5 

 
Minutes 

 
Attending: Stephanie Michel, Susan Miller, Polly Boruff-Jones, Jennifer Knievel, Jennifer 
Sharkey, Mark Szarko, Wendy Holliday, Merinda Hensley  
 
I. Welcome and introductions 

 
II. Call for additions/revisions to the agenda 

 
III. Announcements 

 
IV. Committee & Task Force Reports, part 2 of 2 

[Committee Virtual Midwinter agendas and minutes are available on ALA Connect in the 
ACRL IS Executive Committee section under “My ALA Groups”] 
a. Membership (Hensley) 

i. Orientation went well.  Want to do it again closer to when volunteer form 
is due in February. 

ii. Completed revisions and updates for Getting Involved page – will come to 
Exec this month for approval. 

iii. Soiree numbers will be sent soon. 
iv. Twitter hashtag?  No need to be super controlling about this – it’s Twitter 

after all.  Hashtags are ephemeral – they can be event based even.  Exec 
is in favor of creating a hashtag.  #acrlis would be good and doesn’t look 
like it’s being used already.  Do we want to charge a committee with 
getting it on the web site with some promotion language – 
Communication committee will be asked to do that, as well as adding it to 
their plan for how to promote stuff (discussed at Exec I).  Advisory can be 
alerted to use it, we can mention it at the beginning of meetings and stuff. 

v. Facebook – no one is approving (or needs to approve) Facebook posts.  
vi. ILI-L posts or other listserv messages from here on out can be approved 

by Exec liaisons instead of full Exec 
b. Mentoring (Holliday) 

i. Getting people matched up and communicating.  They have questions 
about collaborating with other mentoring groups within ALA.  Interested in 
pursuing some best practices, who else is doing it, etc. 

ii. Original proposal for mentoring included that information which is old now 
but might still be helpful.  ALA has MentorConnect.  Susan Miller will send 
Wendy the original information to see what’s there. 

c. Nominating 2012 (Michel) 
i. Done, slate is approved and has gone forward. 

d. PRIMO (Knievel) 
i. 34 submissions for fall round despite many broken links etc.  Reviewing 

30. 



ii. Site of the Month – two done and up and to be announced soon, two 
almost done 

iii. Database issues – more from the task force 
iv. Sunset provision – the recommendation from the committee 

1. The database behaves as an archive and is sortable by date; old 
projects may still have pedagogical value; creation of a separate 
archive is perhaps needlessly complicated both for the committee 
and users; PRIMO can look for broken links and replace the URLs 
with a standard (e.g. URL no longer active) 

2. Is there a way to create an archive and actually include the 
content of individual tutorials? Can we screencast taking the 
tutorial, like a storyboard, and keep that? 

3. What about tutorials that have been revised that are no longer 
what was actually reviewed but still at the same URL? 

4. Maybe appoint a task force to go through the old database, do a 
five year review cycle, maybe check one year’s worth at a time; 
other suggestions 

5. Perhaps create some language at the entry that helps explain that 
some projects are old or may have been revised. 

e. PRIMO Database Task Force (Knievel) 
i. Committee put a lot of work into investigating working MERLOT.  It was 

looking promising for a very long time.  Multiple inquires about cost were 
answered with “not very much.”  Got to the point of starting to commit, 
and price tag turned out to be $10,000 annually, so that idea is dead in 
the water.  Committee is starting again from scratch, and investigating the 
potential option of hiring a programmer to build it for us and then hiring 
them again to fix it if/when it becomes buggy.  Also looking into splitting 
out the public version and the review process and using Google 
Forms/Docs for review round of the work. 

ii. Getting data from ALA continues to be a dead end.  ALA remains 
unresponsive.  Stephanie and Jennifer will have a conference call with 
Megan and try to get some action.  If that doesn’t work we will bring in 
Mary Jane Petrowski to try to influence action.  No one in IS has access 
to the data so we have to get it from ALA. 

iii. Approved extension of deadline to Annual 
iv. Might be a way to request funding from ACRL for a special project to try 

to cover this project, funding will need to be identified somehow.  Most 
likely needs will include an annual hosting fee, which will hopefully be 
very low, and some one-time programming fees, which are not known. 

v. Potential sponsorship for the Dudley award would free up funding in the 
budget that might also provide a source for funding 

vi. Task force charge was extended to Annual 2012. 
f. Planning (Boruff-Jones) 

i. For the past few years, annual planning forms have been submitted via 
Google Forms, but then chair doesn’t get a copy 

ii. Planning committee is separating out planning forms and sending them 
back to chairs so chairs are getting copies now 

iii. Update and clarify report forms – the annual report guidelines and the 
measuring success form.  The two different forms confuse people and 
don’t connect back to the ACRL objectives.  Chair’s report form to ACRL 
is not a narrative so doesn’t match up well.  They’re working on tweaking 



the forms so that they are more in line with each other.  New ACRL 
strategic plan and it’s not clear yet how we’re going to report to ACRL at 
the end of the year.  ILCC was asked to map objectives under the student 
learning objectives goal only. They might make the same request of IS. 

iv. IS committee charges were mapped to the ACRL student learning goal 
and its four objectives. We expect that we’ll be asked to make the next 
step and connect our annual reporting to the key performance indicators, 
but we might only have to map them to the four broad objectives.  No 
point in planning creating forms that aren’t going to match what we need 
from ACRL so they’re waiting a bit. 

v. IS committee review might also trigger re-mapping of the objectives. 
vi. Committee chairs need to be reminded that they have to do the revised 

single Measuring Success form (still in process) in addition to the annual 
report, and that they need to pass the report to the next chair and the 
exec liaison and post in ALA Connect so that the next person gets it for 
sure.  Exec liaisons need to make sure that chairs get the reports into 
ALA Connect. 

vii. Perhaps rename the report to something more accurately descriptive of 
what it is so that people understand its purpose better. 

g. Policy and Publications Review (Michel) 
i. Assigned committee members to the publications tracking revision and 

updating the bibliography of publications. 
ii. Committee has questions about the bibliography, mostly regarding the 

purpose and ongoing value of it.  IS doesn’t publish consistently in the 
way it once did, and the majority of its publications are other committee 
bibliographies. Does it make sense to keep doing it? 

iii. Exec would like more information and to look at it again. But the general 
feeling was that it is still useful. General consensus was to keep it up, but 
discussion ensued about the best mechanism.  This question could also 
be part of the committee assessment task force.  

iv. Would it make sense for the archivist to do this instead of having a whole 
committee for it?  It shouldn’t take that much effort every year. 

v. Committee should update and continue for now. 
h. Professional Education (Hensley) 

i. Discussed allowing ILCC to use data – they should aggregate the data 
but not use quotes since people who took the survey did not explicitly 
give permission to be quotes 

i. Publication Policies and Procedures Manual Revisions Task Force (Michel) 
i. External circumstances inhibited the initial progress of this task force, but 

they are now getting started on this task. Committee met recently to 
confirm that everyone is still committed, and is starting regular meetings. 

ii. Will be taking a fresh approach to the manual, beyond just revising types 
1, 2, 3.  If they want to do a wholesale new approach, do they need to 
provide revision history to Exec? 

iii. If it’s entirely different, specific changes to old documents are not as 
useful.  ACRL board needs track changes, but since it’s not going to them 
that’s okay.  We would like a summary and justification describing the 
changes they’re making and why. 

iv. Exec approved extending the deadline to Annual 2012 
j. Research and Scholarship (Szarko) 



i. Approved the Research Agenda for Library Instruction and Information 
Literacy recently, and Mark sent back the question about how often it 
needs to updated for them to discuss. 

ii. They would like to maintain the current schedule of updating the agenda 
every 10 years, and updating the bibliography of research on that agenda 
5 years later. 

iii. The committee asked if there should be an archive of old research 
agendas and their associated bibliographies.  Exec thought that would be 
a good plan to create unified documents of the old research agendas and 
their associated bibliographies. 

k. Teaching Methods (Holliday) 
i. Revisions approved recently, and they are now moving on to the next 

document that will be done by Annual. 
ii. Nancy also took the initiative on the Emerging Leaders project. 

 
V. Report 

a. Instruction Section Budget (Michel)  
i. Currently within $72 
ii. Might need to find additional funding for PRIMO database if that moves 

forward this fiscal year 
 
VI. Discussion items 

a. Approval of Instruction Section Executive Committee actions, July 1, 2011 through 
January 19, 2012  (Michel)  

i. Polly moved to approve, Mark, seconded. Current DONE list approved. 
b. Inquiry about creating a new discussion group within IS focusing on instruction, 

outreach, and retention (Michel) 
i. Discussion group creation process is pretty clear at the ACRL level.  

Process not at all clear for creating one within a section. 
ii. Do we want to consider creating this discussion group or recommend to 

Nicole that the discussion group is created at the level of ACRL? 
iii. An IS discussion group would probably be more structured, so the 

organizer might prefer to be at ACRL level to have more freedom.  Might 
be good for an instruction group to be associated with IS.  There are ways 
for the group to collaborate with Sections, so they could still collaborate 
with IS.  Might be some confusion between this and our formal Discussion 
Group program.  Maybe good to see how this ACRL process works, but 
set up an informal liaison to the discussion group so we can keep 
communication open.  Maybe she would want to channel that interest into 
the Discussion Group Steering committee. 

iv. We definitely want to be connected somehow no matter what she decides 
to pursue. 

v. Stephanie will ask if she wants to be involved in existing opportunities, 
and express our desire to remain connected if the discussion group 
moves forward. 

c. IFLA rep 
i. Deferred to email. 

 
VII. New Business 

 
VIII. Adjourn 



 


